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ABSTRACT 

The importance of the Human Resource analytics cannot be ignored. It can be further stated that the 

environment of today is quite modern and competitive and in the world of today, any kind of small or large 

business which do not use any kind of HR metric analysis is considered to fall behind. There are number of 

HR metric insights in which HR leaders are there to make better results so that better output can be achieved 

and can be used to improve Human Resource management which are used to improve HR practices. It is 

further stated that any kind of analytics used in the field of HR cannot be overlooked. The environment of 

today is quite competitive and modern. The aim of this paper is to review the impact of HR metrics on employee 

performance in banking sector.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the changes in the time and over period of 100 years, there has been tremendous change in human 

resource management. It has developed from transactional manner to transformational manner which is the 

major reason strategic human resource is in popularity. The data derived basically states regarding the HR 

metrics aligned with the SHRM. In such scenario, in the case of data driven approach there is no need to 

depend on the gut feeling for decision making. Analytics further helps to know whether the HR policies are 

up to date and are effective in manner or not (Tessema et al, 2017). 
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HR metrics can be basically stated as the process to understand the certain policies of the organization and 

interference of HR in the case of sales or profit. It also further states that the decision of the HR impacts the 

various decisions such as business strategies and the performance which is measured by the use of statistics 

and based on different efficiency and effective metrics (CIPD, 2017). 

People metrics is basically known as effective communication device which helps to gather information and 

from different sources such as surveys and records which are used to interfere in the present scenario and 

upcoming events. It is basically defined as those kind of approach which is totally based on the proof and 

helps in making better decisions. It basically states regarding the total of the subjective and objective data 

collected which is further divided in three levels (Fleck 2016): 

1. Descriptive- This method basically states regarding the different measures stated by HR such as cost 

of hiring, time to fill. The objective is to improve the progress and reduction of cost. This kind of 

analysis basically helps in setting up relationship between the past and the present data which further 

includes resources like dashboards, balanced scorecards, reports and data mining. 

2. Predictive- This kind of approach basically states regarding the analysis which consists of different 

kind of techniques such as complex data mining, statistics. The major objective is basically to focus 

on the present and the past data to make the predictions about the future which is actually based on the 

concept of probabilities. This kind of approach further consists of the data model which is used to hire 

right number of people and further to train and promote them. 

3. Prescriptive- This kind of analysis basically is different from the above two and this approach 

basically focuses on the predictions and optimization of the workforce or the people involved in the 

organization. It further consists of complex series of data, decision making alternatives and business 

impacts. 

Bank is formed with two different factors that is internal and external pressures. Both the pressures are equally 

important for the bank. With the challenging economy the change in these both factors are noticeable. In 

another word, the change can be related to the pressure of the internal and external factors. Therefore, the 

operational excellence, improvement in workforce capability, improving the future managers & directors and 

the growth of emerging markets challenges the pressure on the growth of emerging markets.  

HR executives in banking organizations are considered in accomplishing cost competitiveness in fluctuating 

financial market. HRM focuses on delivering equal services to both factors. HR must provide the instant 

support to the change in organizations with the unexpected change in market conditions. From CEO to the 

employees working in front line, dealing with the customers’ needs to be provided with the excellent service 

similar to the customers’ expectations. The following things must be taken into consideration such as 

developing product and channel with strategies, managing global workforce, developing the strategic 

expansion, promoting operational performance and developing the performance by new talent management 

approach (Roth, 2012). 

The present situation of the banking and under HR assistance is very unpredictable and underperforming 

because of the challenging world’s economy. With changing HR policies and the change in organizations both 

the internal and external pressures of banking organizations must compare high-performing companies to their 
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own to find out what makes them improved. HR metrics and benchmarking seems preceding to the decisions 

making and illustrate the productivity of their employee in HR through various options such as customer 

feedbacks, Surveys and change the HR policies according to the changing market. Article reviews the impact 

of HR metrics on employee performance in banking sector. 

II. KEY ROLE OF HR METRICS 

HR metrics plays major role of importance in human resources. HR uses different kind of resources and 

analysis techniques which basically helps in right decision making and contributes to the growth of the 

organization. HR further focuses on the positive and negative trends which are beneficial to the organization. 

HR further plays major role of importance in selecting modeling techniques, data manipulation, performance 

management, managing data, employee acquisition to employee retention, competitive advantage and 

workforce planning. There are major role of importance which an HR plays in an organization which are 

mentioned below (Maurer, 2017): 

1. Data privacy: HR plays major role of importance in the privacy of the data in any of the organization. 

Any kind of data in organization needs major security and further cannot be misused at any cost under 

HR metrics. 

2. Develop and provides insightful models: Another major importance is basically use of different 

analytics model and resources which is used by HR in any organization. Such kind of models further 

helps to know the gaps and different kind of factors which are impacting the productivity. 

3. Statistical Analysis: Another role of HR is to focus on the analytical data which helps in the data 

integration and the output released by the employees which helps in the social working analysis in an 

organization. The tool further focus on the satisfaction and performance of the employees which hence 

plays major role of importance in making efficient use of resources and to provide communication and 

interaction schemes. For example- Risk level attrition can be stated through HR metrics. 

4. Performance Management: HR management further focuses on the performance of the employees 

by providing the data of the organization which states where there is lack of resources. The metrics of 

HR further provides improvements required for the development of the organization. 

5. Employee Management: Another role HR plays in an organization is managing employees which 

further help to know the experience, skill and knowledge of different kind of employees. It further 

include different kind of data which includes process of hiring and different other metrics and further 

states regarding the attrition rates of organization. It further keeps record of job satisfaction, job 

involvement and different other information of the employee.  

III. IMPACT OF HR METRICS ON EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE 

1. Better feedback: The feedback given by the employees plays major role of importance in the 

productivity of employee and since the data is backed analytics helps to derive most of the feedback. 

2. Succession: By using the metrics of HR it further helps in the knowledge of performance of certain 

employees for the appraisal due to which promotions, transfers are checked of the employees.  
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3. Real Time Analytics: Another attribute is real time analysis which is used by companies such as 

Google and Microsoft in order to evaluate annual performance of different employees which could be 

helpful in making major decisions. The performance further states regarding the red and green flags 

which are there for different employees. 

4. Engagement: HR further focuses on different kind of engagement resources which states regarding 

the performance of the employees which further have two advantages which are to encourage the 

organization to focus on such kind of activities which helps in performance building and secondly to 

focus on such kind of metrics which increases output of employees for the benefit of organization 

5. Predictive Analysis: It basically states regarding such kind of patterns which are there in the 

organization in both individual and team basis which further helps to drive better performance for the 

organization (Rastogi, 2018). 

III. IMPACT OF HR METRICS ON EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE IN BANKS  

The major aim of the management of the human resource in to basically build such kind of practices and 

policies which can stated the efficiency of the employees and behavior of certain employee present in the 

organization. HR Metrics is one of the important terms in any kind of organization as metrics basically refer 

to the behavior, activities and performance of certain employees in an organization. HR metrics is considered 

to be one of the most important ways to track the quality of employees in an organization. In order to recruit 

employees and measure them, tracking applicant metrics is used. One of the good examples of the metric 

measurement is the Authoria’s system which further helps in reduction of the cost of recruiting (Nguwi, 2022).  

The word ‘benchmarking’ is known as evaluating or comparing with the standard. As a process, it can be 

compared into two processes quantitative and qualitative. Thus, comparison can be made between two separate 

organizations or between different divisions within the organisation. Therefore it can be stated that in order to 

compare HR metrics from one organization to another, one of the important factors are the performance and 

competition in the corporate world (APQC, 2021).  

It has been further stated that there are large number of banks in the banking sector which are relying on HR 

metrics, as it help them to explore and eradicate the data in form of data mining and application. There are 

different kinds of HR professions which are further helping to change image as cost center which is of valued 

partner which makes data driven decision which have basically positive impact on the balance sheet of the 

bank.  

The process further states that there are different kinds of situations in which the employees are undervalued. 

It is further stated that during the comparison, branch compares his or her employees with other bank branch 

locations. In reality, it is further stated that the success of the employees of the particular branch can be 

basically result of geography, which means that the branch can be in wealthy area and can bring to higher 

value deposits and loan applications. 

The major impact which HR metrics is basically it can help in targeting the particular fortunes of the bank, 

apart from the location if the bank is basically targeting specific market or population. 

HR metrics can also be helpful in development of certain kind of policies and plans related to compensation, 

targets and succession plans and identification of the skills of the workers. Banks basically start in such process 
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that they ask their leaders to identify particular issue which is related to their business and develop further 

details regarding the contributing factors.  

For example, one of the major problem is that one bank may have higher staff turnover rather than other 

branches and in order to control that bank may increase the salaries of certain employees so that the turnover 

can be reduces. Dicks says that the hypotheses would basically focus on the difference between the branches 

such as branch management experiences, location and hiring for certain branches. Analytics define that there 

are certain managers for the high turnover branch which lack supervisor skills (Nguwi, 2022).  

It has been further mentioned that the banks are lacking young talent, and are focusing so that their existing 

employees should work in such manner to optimize the performance. According to Nagpal and Mishra (2021), 

HR metrics of the bank will help to overcome certain challenges which are mentioned below: 

 Lack of tools and productivity skills among number of employees. 

 Banks are battling to reskill their old workers in the modern world of digitalization. 

 There are number of FS organizations which are failing to deliver such kind of performances which 

include skilled and young workers. 

 There are number of banks and insurers which are not rated as employers of choice for the young 

professionals which include the data science and digital technology. 

 The industry faces lot of challenges as the existing workforce has less talent and it struggles to recruit 

top talent to replace people. 

HR Metrics basically helps banks to face various challenges in the same manner such as marketing 

departments helps to personalize the experience of customers. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

It has been further stated that the analytics of the human resource cannot be overstated. Any kind of small or 

large business, each and every organization needs HR metric analysis. The environment of today is modern 

as well as competitive and the success of the particular organization or bank depends on the performance of 

its employees, thus it is mandatory to make such kind of decisions which impact the employees and companies 

both. It is further important to measure and analyze HR metrics on time to time basis.  
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